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Preface

One of the very fundamental implicit principl es of sensing is detectin g changes.
As any change causes variation of the phase of electrical signals used for sensing,
any technique that can rapidly and accurately detect the phase change would serve
as a good candidate for sensing. RF interferometry is such an attractive sensing
technique. It is basically a phase-sensitive detection process, capable of quickly
resolving any measured physical quantity within a fraction of the operating wave
length .

Thi s book is devoted to the theory , anal ysis and design of RF interferometric
sensors using RF integrated ci rcuits. It also present s the mea surement of displace
ment and velocity as a way to demonstrate the sensing ability of the RF interfer
ometry and to illustrate its man y possible appli cati ons in sensing. Although the
book is succ inct, the material is very much self-contained and presented in a way
that allows readers with an undergraduate background in electrica l engineering or
physics with some experiences or graduate courses in RF ci rcuits to understand and
implement the technique easily .

The book is useful for engineers, physicists and graduate students who work in
sensing areas, part icularly those involving radio waves. It is also useful for those
involved in RF system design. It is our sincere hope that the book can serve not only
as a reference for the development of RF interferometric sensors, at least as the first
step in this endeavor, but also for a possible generation of innovative ideas that can
benefit many existing sensing applications or be implemented for other new
applications.

College Station, TX, USA
Daejeon , South Korea

Cam Nguyen
Seoktae Kim

v





Abstract

Th is book present s the theory, analysis and design of RF interferometric sensors.
RF interferom etric sensors are attractive for various sensing applications that
requ ire very fine resolut ion and accuracy as well as fast speed . The book begins
with an introduction of the original optical interferometry and its RF inter ferom etry
deviation. It then presents an analysis of RF interferometers with part icul ar focus on
operation at millim eter wave lengths. Two types of RF inter ferometric sensor
configurations, namely homodyne and double-channel hom odyne, operating in
Ka-band (26.5-40 GHz) are discussed in detail s including the system architecture,
signal processing, theory , analy sis, design, fabrication and test. These sensors are
espec ially reali zed on planar structures using RF integrated-ci rcuit technology for
light weight , compact, and low cost. Various measurements for the designed
sensors are conducted to verify the sensor design and to demonstrate the usefulness
and some sensing applications of these sensors. These includ e displacement mea
surement, liquid-level gauging and velocimetry which serve as representative
examples of many possible sensing applic ation s of RF interferometri c sensors.
The developed millimeter-wave homodyne sensor shows that sub-millimeter reso
lution in the order of 0.05 mm is feasible without correcting the non-linear phase
response of the sensor's quadrature mixer. The designed millim eter-wave double
channel homodyne sensor provid es a better resoluti on of 0.0 I mm or 1/8401h of the
operating wavelength than the sensor employing the simple homodyne configura
tion . The double-chann el homod yne sensor can suppress the non-lin earity of the
sensor's quadrature mixer. This sensor especially employs a digital quadrature
mixer, constitut ed by a quadrature-sampling signal processing techn ique, enabling
elimination of the conventional quadrature mixer 's nonlinear phase response.

The developed RF interferom etric sensors demonstrate that displacement sens
ing with micron resolution and accuracy. and high-resolut ion low-velocity mea
surement are feasible using millimeter-wave interferometry, which is attrac tive not
only for displacement and velocity measurement , but also for other sensing appli
cations requirin g very fine resolution and accuracy as well as fast speed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In general, interferometry is a scientific technique, as it literall y impl ies, to interfere
or corre late two or more signals to form a physically observab le measure, like
a fringe pattern in optical interfero metry or electrical signals in most rad io interfer
ometry, from which useful information can be inferred. The history of interferome
try dates back to 1887 when American physicist A. A. Michelson first demonstrated
optical interferometer experimentally to measure the speed of light , which later
becam e the foundation of Einstein 's Theory of Relativity.

The basic building blocks of the Michelson interferometer, which is composed
of a coherent light source, two mirrors, a beam splitter, and a detector, are show n
in Fig. 1.1. The Michelson interferom eter works on the principle that the coherent
light wave split by the beam splitter forms constructive or destructive light intensity
variation, interference fringe, accordin g to the phase relation ship between the two
waves split when they are interfered. In the interferometer, the light source is
divided into two waves. One is used as a referenc e wave travel ing along the path
indicated by the dotted-line arrow in Fig. 1.1. The other serves as a measurement
wave whose traveling path is depicted by the solid-line arrow. Inter fer ing these two
waves results in a fringe image that is used for interferometric measurement.
Michel son later extended his experiment into the study of spec tral lines, measure
ment of the standard meter, and even the measurement of the angular diameter of
stars [I] . Since the first interferometer was devised , many diffe rent form s of
inter ferometers have been investigated with different frequency sources . The intro
duction of laser has played great role in the devel opm ent of optical interferometry.
Today, interferometry applies to various areas such as measurement techniques as
well as medicine and biology [2, 3].

Although major achievements of interferometry originate from optical interfer
ometry, radio frequency (RF) interferometry, using spectrums in the RF range, I has
been investigated enormously in areas such as radio astronomy and astrometry ,

I The RF range here is loosely defined as including all the frequencies from I MHz to 300 GHz
(millimeter waves ).

C. Nguyen and S. Kim, Theory. Analysis and Design of RF Interfe rometric Sensors,
SpringerBriefs in Physics, 001 10.1007/978-1-4614-2023-1_1 ,
© Springer Science-Business Med ia, LLC 20 12
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plasma diagnostics, nondestructive material evaluation, and sensing applications.
The RF interferometer has many similarities to radar in the aspects of structure and
principle. The RF interferometer is typicall y used for short distances, while radar is
mainly used for long distance applications with some short-di stance exceptions
such as at 60 GHz. Therefore, the RF interferometer can be regarded as a kind of
coherent radar in terms of radar terminology. As an example of the RF interferom
eter , Fig. 1.2 shows a typical schematic diagram of the RF interferometer to
measure electron density in a plasma chamber or to evaluate complex permittivity
of a dielectric medium located between two antennas. The structure of the RF
interferometer shown in Fig. 1.2 is analogou s to the Mach-Zehnder interferometer
[4] used in optics , except for the RF components used to build the system.
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Fig. 1.3 RF interferom eter employing one antenna to measure reflected wave

In the RF interferometer depicted in Fig. 1.2, a RF wave is divided by the power
divider, which can also be repla ced with a directional coupler as appropriate, into
two wave s traveling in two different paths, namel y the measurement and reference
path. A dielectric medium with properties to be mea sured is placed in the measure
ment path. The wave in the measurement path carries informat ion to be measured ,
such as the electron density of plasma or the material properties of dielectr ic, after
passing through the medium. Thi s wave then interferes with the wave in the
reference path by mean s of the quadrature mixer, result ing in in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) signals from which any physical quantity relating to the properties
of dielectric is extraced. It is also possible to constitute interferometer employ ing
only one antenna, as shown in Fig. 1.3, detectin g and characterizing the reflected
wave instead of the transmitted wave. In view of radar engineer ing, this is generally
called a reflectometer or monostatic system. Due to its inherent versatility, this
type of system has been used for a wide range of appli cat ions and is also adopted
as the system topology for different RF interferometers discussed in this book.
In the system, a circulator is used to seperate the reflected wave from the
transmitted wave.

Another form of RF interferometers is the doubl e-ch annel system as show n in
Fig. lA, where eith er a reference or measurement wave is modulated by a quadra
ture upconv erter to generate a single-s ideband (SSB) signal which is slightly shifted
in frequ ency by 1m with reference to the frequency I of the signal source. In this
system, the output signal of the mixer is not DC or zero-IF, as previously discussed
for the systems in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3. The mea surement process is acco mplished
by comparing the phase of the modulating signal of frequency I; to the output
signal of the mixer that has a frequency of L, and contains inform ation on
the material to be evaluated. In Fig. lA, the RF interferometer employing two
antennas is illustrated as an example, but one antenna configurat ion is also possible.
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The main advantages of this topology are its ease in avoiding the llf noise
generated by the semiconductor components used and elimination of the I/Q error
of the quadrature mixer, as will be explained in Chap . 3.

Optical interferometry, depending on the number of light sources used, is
traditionally classified as a homodyne or heterodyne interferometer. In a homodyne
system, the two interfered waves are produced by the same light source. On the
other hand, in a heterodyne system, the two interfered waves have different
frequencies coming from two different light sources. Modem advances in optical
interferometry give rise to further classifications, besides the number of light
sources , based on the parameters to describe the interferometers [4, 5]. However,
strict classifications are not found in RF interferometers. The nomenclature of
homodyne and double-channel homodyne interferometric sensors is adopted
throughout this book, relying on the number of junctions to divide and combine
RF waves in the systems, as proposed in [6].

RF sensors at millimeter-wave frequencies (30-300 GHz), or millimeter-wave
sensors, have been widely investigated for various sensing applications from
military to commercial and medical implementations such as contraband detection,
process control, automobile collision avoidance, early cancer detection, etc. With
the advances in high-speed solid-state electronics operating in millimeter-wave
frequency range , RF sensors have been developed in a lighter, cheaper, and more
compact way than ever before. Those advances make it possible to design and
implement radar sensors in planar structure. Moreover, the development of milli
meter-wave integrated circuits (lC) on silicon such as millimeter-wave CMOS and
BiCMOS RFICs has progressed rapidly , making feasible the development of
millimeter-wave sensors incorporating RF and digital circuits in a single chip for
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extremely small size and low cos t. The RF interferometer is a unique RF sensor
capable of providin g accurate measurement with very fine resoluti on. It is capable
of resolving any measured physical quantity within a fracti on of the operating
wavelength . It also has a relativ ely faster system response time than other sensors
due to the fact that they are generally operated with single-frequency sources.
As such, the RF interferometer has many applications crossing many different
areas from material measurement to defense appli cation s, like mine detection,
infrastructure monitoring, to medicine like cancer detect ion and heart -beat moni 
toring. RF interferometry in the microwave and millimeter -wave ranges has been
used wide ly for non-destructive material characterization [I , 7), plasma diagnostics
[8), position sensing [9, 10], velocity profile [II ), cardio pulm onary [12], radio
astronomy [13, 14), topography [15], meteorology [16], precision noise measure
ment [17], displacement measurement [18), and low-velocity measurement [19].

In this book , we present the theor y, analysis and design of the RF interferometri c
sensors. To illustrate the design for these sensors, we par ticularly present the
developm ent of millimeter-wa ve homodyne and doubl e-channel homodyne inter
ferometers and demonstrate variou s measurements including displacement , liquid
level gauging, and veloc ity. These millimeter wave interferometers are des igned
using microwave integrated circuits (MICs) and microwav e monolithic integrated
circuits (MMICs). Much progress in millimeter-wave senso rs is found with pulse or
FMCW (Frequency Modul ated Continuous Wave) techniques. In this book, we also
demon strate that millimeter-wave interferometers operating at a single-frequency
CW provid es a more attractive solution than the pulse or FMCW radar sensor for
short-range appli cat ions requiring high resoluti on and fast response.

The book is organi zed as follo ws: Chap. 1 gives the introduction with discussion
of the original optica l interferometer and RF interferometers derived from it.
Chapter 2 analyzes the principle of RF interferometry throu gh the study of relative
dielectric con stant and thickness of dielectric materials; Chap. 3 is devoted to an
interferometric sensor with homodyne system configuration and its use for dis
placement measurem ent and liquid level gauging; Chap. 4 describes an interfero
metric sensor with double-channel homodyne configuration for displacement and
velocity sensing; Chap. 5 includ es the analysis of a phase noise effec t on interfero 
metric measurement ; and finally, Chap . 6 provides the summary, conclusion and
applications.





Chapter 2
Analysis of RF Interferometer

In this chapter, the principle of RF interferometry is inves tiga ted for the measure
ment of the permittivity and thickness of dielectri c as show n in Figs. 1.2, 1.3, and
1.4 of Chap. I, as an exe mplary study. It is show n that the permittivity and thickness
of dielectri c can be determined from the measured phase of the reflection and
transmi ssion of plane electromagnetic waves reflected from or transmitted through
the mater ial. It should be noted that the same prin cipl e ca n be applied for general
interferometric measurement , for exa mple, displacem ent , distance and veloc ity
measurement s, by defining the relati onship between the phase de tec ted and any
physical measure to be evaluated. Applications of the principle to measure the
change of position of metal plate, to gage liquid level , and to estimate low veloc ity
of a moving object are found in Chaps. 3 and 4. Signals of the measurem ent sys tem
to probe the phase are anal yzed.

2.1 Interaction of Electromagnetic Waves with Dielectric

Figu re 2. 1 illustrates a geo metry involved in the analysis of interfero metry . It is
ass umed that the dielectric is located in the far field so that the inc ident electromag 
netic wave is a plane wave. The electric field of an electromag netic wave norm ally
incident on the dielectric and traveling in the z directi on is expresse d as

Ei(z , t) = EoexpUwt - yz) (2. 1)

where Eo is the init ial elec tric field , y is the propagation constant, and w is the
radian frequency. By appl ying the boundary conditions to the structure in Fig. 2. 1,

C. Nguyen and S. Kim, Theory. Analysis and Design of RF Interfe rometric Sensors, 7
SpringerBriefs in Physics, DOl 10.1007/978-1-4614-2023-1_2,
© Springer Science-Business Media, LLC 20 12
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Fig. 2.1 Electromagnet ic
waves travel ing in a diele ctric
charac terized by die lectric
constant el . eo and [; 2 are
the dielectric constants of
the preceding and fo llow ing
media , respectively

2 Analysis of RF Interferometer

Yo
EO

E, ..--

Dielectric

d

we can obtain neglectin g secondary reflections and transmissions at the
boundaries [20] :

(2.2)

where E's represent the electric fields in the media ; F'» and T's are the reflection
and transmission coefficients, respectively, Z'» denote the intrinsic impedances of
the media; the subscript number corresponds to each medium ; and d is the thickn ess
of the dielectric . By solving (2.2) for To and To, we can calculate the electric fields
E, and E, of the reflected and transmitted waves as

where

and

E, = ToEo (2.3)

(2.4)
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where

9

It is the wave defined by the electric field in (2.3) or (2.4) that constructs the
measurement wave in a RF interferometry.

2.2 Determination of Relative Dielectric
Constant and Thickness

The relative permittivity or dielctri c con stant (s.) as well as relat ive permi ab ility
(Ilr) characterize the material propertie s. For lossy materi als, the relative die lectric
constant can be expresse d in a complex form of

~ I: . (J

I:r= - =I:r + ) -
eo Wl:o

(2.5)

where F. ,. is the relative dielectri c constant, F.o is the dielectr ic constant of free space ,
(J is the conductivity of the mate rial , and W is angular frequency. In pract ice, it is
common to introduce the dielectr ic loss tangent tano to acco unt for the mater ial loss
in the complex dielectric constant as

(2.6)

where the dielect ric loss tangent is defined as the ratio between the imagi nary and
real parts of the complex dielectric constant. The relative dielectric constant of a
mater ial located in free space ca n be determ ined on the basis of phase or amplitude
measurement of either reflected or tran smitted waves . In the measurement using the
reflection method, the dielectr ic is typically conductor-bac ked to increase reflected
power. In this case , the intrinsic impedance 2 2 is equal to zero. Then, we can
simplify the reflection coe fficient in (2.3) as [20]

To = (Yo - 1' , ) exp( - yld) - (Yo+ 1' 1)exp(y, d )

(Yo + 1' , ) exp( - y,d) - (Yo - 'Y I) ex p(y, d )
(2.7)

making use of the intrinsic impedance 2 1 in term s of the free-space impedance 20

(2.8)
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Fig. 2.2 Phase of reflection coefficient versus (a) relative dielectric constant and (b) die lectric
thickness

assumin g the dielectric has low loss, where er , is the relative dielectric constant of
the dielectric to be evaluated. As an example, Fig. 2.2 shows the phase of the
reflection coefficient as a function of the relativ e dielectric constant and thickness.
In the measurem ent using the transmission method, the dielectric is located in free
space between two antennas. Therefore, 22 = 20 and Y2 = Yo are satisfied. The
transmission coefficient in (2.4) can then be transformed into [20]
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(2.9)

Figure 2.3 shows the phase vanation of the tran smi ssron coeffic ient given
in (2.9) co rresponding to the change of the relative diel ectri c co nstant and thick
ness. Note that the reflected and tran smitted wave depi cted in (2.3) and (2.4) ,
respectiv ely, represent the measurement -path wave in the RF interferom eter.
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2.3 Signal Analysis of RF Interferometer

The principle of a RF interferometer is based on the detect ion of the phase
difference between the reference-path wave and the measurement -path wave
derived in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) for two different measurement approaches : reflection
and transmission method. In the previous sec tion, it was see n that the pha se of the
reflecti on and tran smission coe ffic ient is related to the relati ve dielectric constant
and thickness. Thi s section is devoted to the signal anal ysis of a RF interferometer
for phase detection. With the help of a schematic diagram of a typic al RF interfer 
ometer as shown in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3, the system anal ysis is discussed as follows.

The signal of the RF signal source in the schematic, constituting the reference
path signal vref(t) and measurement-path signal vmejt), is divided into two path s by
a power divider. The vref (t) is usually used as a local oscillator (LO) signal to pump
the phase detecting processor, quadrature mixer. The v"".jt) is configured as one of
the signals of (2.3) and (2.4) depending on the mea surement method (reflection or
tran smission measurement). Those signals can be simply represent ed by sinusoidal
signals as followings:

vref(t) = Ar cos(wt + 4>il + 4>,,)
vmea(t) = Amcos[wt + 4> (t) + 4>i2 + 4>,, ] (2. 10)

where Ar and Am are the amplitude of each path signal; 4>i! and 4>i2 are the initial
phases that com e from the difference of the electri cal length in eac h path ; 4>" is the
phase noise of the RF signal source, which will be discussed in Chap. 4; and 4>(t) is
the phase difference betw een the reference-p ath and measurem ent -path signal,
excluding the initial pha se, and can be co nsidered as the phase of the reflection or
transmission coe fficient in (2.7) and (2.9) if the co ntribution from the initial phases
in (2. 10) is eliminated . When the phase of the reflecti on or transm ission coeffic ient
needs to be measured, a phase shifter can be inserted in either the reference- or
measurement-path to nulli fy the initial phase of both the reference and measure
ment signals so that the phase difference in (2. 10) read s only the phase of the
reflect ion or tran smi ssion coefficient. The measurement -path signal is relatively
weak becau se its power is attenuated as it propagates throu gh the free space and
dielectric. Thi s signal is thus usually amplified before it interferes with the reference
path signal in the phase detecting processor. In the RF interferometer , the quadrature
mixer is generally used as a phase detecting device. Interfering two different signals,
which is performed in the quadrature mixer, can be considered mathematic ally
as a multiplication of these signals. The mea surement -path sig nal, coherently
interfered with the reference-path signal and low-pass filtered in the quadrature
mixer , produces the follo wing (voltage) output signals in quadrature form :

VI(t) = AI cos[4> (t ) + 4>il + 4>,,]
I'Q (t) = AQsin[4>( t) + 4>i2 + 4>,,] (2. 11)
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where subscripts I and Q represent in-phase and quadrature, respect ively, and AI

and AQ are the amplitude of each quadrature signa l. By applying inve rse trigonome
try, we can determine the phase ¢( t), which is the ultim ate goa l of the interferometri c
measurement. It is important to notic e that the actual response of the quadrature
mixer does not exac tly follow the form of (2.11) but responds nonlinearly due to its
circuit imperfection , which is anal yzed in the following chapter. The signa ls includ
ing nonlinearit y of the quadratu e mixer can be describ ed as

VI( t) = (A + M) . cos ¢ (t) + VOSI
vQ(t) = A . sin[¢(t) + L\¢] + VosQ (2. 12)

where VOSI and VOSQ are the DC offsets of the I and Q signals, respect ively; and LlA
and Ll¢ represent the amplitude and phase imbalance between the I and Q channels,
respect ively. For co nvenience, the initial phase term s and phase noise contribution
as seen in (2. 10) and (2. 11) are ignored here.

From the viewpoint of sys tems, the function of the quadrature mixer in a RF
inter ferometer is fundamentally homodyne (or direct) down conve rsion of the
measurement -path signal. In addi tion to the imba lance issues described in (2.12),
it is well known that the Ilf noise co ntribution is a critical problem in the di rect
down conversion. The best strategy to overcome this probl em is to slightly shift the
frequency of either the reference-path or measurement -path signa l so that the
frequency of the mixer ' s output signal is located far away from the I l f noise
spect rum. The schematic to implement this approac h is shown in Fig. 104. The
two input signals of the phase compara tor in Fig. 104 are processed independently
by two internal quadrature mixers to detect the phase difference betwee n the
two signals. Ignoring the initial phase and phase noise effect, we can express the
output signals of the quad ratu re mixer , which is impleme nted by quadrature
sampling digital signal processing technique in our sys tem, as

VI(nT) = A . cos ¢(nT)

vQ (nT) = A . sin ¢(nT) (2. 13)

where T is the sampling time of the digital quadrature mixer. The RF interfero me ter
employing this approac h is cove red in Chap. 4 .





Chapter 3
RF Homodyne Interferometric Sensor

Homodyne configuration has been the stereo type of the RF interferometers beca use
of its simplicity. Most RF interfe rometry, espec ially for measurement purposes in
laboratory, has been developed with this structure. RF interferometry has been used
for various appli cations in instrumentation such as non-destructive characterization
of material [20] and plasma diagnostics [21]. RF Interferometery is an attractive
means for displacement measurement due to its high measurement acc uracy and
fast operation. Particularly, it has high resoluti on due to the fact that the displace
ment is resolved within a fraction of a wavelength of the operating frequency.
Previous works based on optical interferometers have been reported for displace
ment measurements with resolution ranging from micrometer to sub-nanometer
[22- 24]. Fast and accurate displacement measurement is needed in various engi
neering applications such as high-speed metrology, position sensing, liquid-level
gauging, water nux sensing, and personal health monit oring.

This chapter presents the development of a millimeter-wave inter ferometer
employing a homodyne configuration and dem onstrates its displacement measure
ment with sub-millimeter resolution as an example of its possible uses for sensing.
The system operates at 37.6 GHz and is completely fabricated using microwave and
millimeter-wave integrated circuits - both hybrid (MIC) and monolithic (MMIC).
The non-linear phase respon se of the quadrature mixer , which is a critica l problem
in RF interferom etry, is also discussed along with a common I/Q error correction
algorithm. The measurem ent error contributed to the quadrat ure mixer is estimated
by a worst-case error anal ysis approach.

3.1 System Configuration and Principle

Figure 3.1 shows the ove rall system block diagram of the homodyne millimeter
wave interferometric sensor. The interferom eter transmit s a millim eter-wave signal
to illumin ate a target via the antenna. As depicted in Sect. 2.3, the return signal from
the target is captured by the interferometer via the antenna and converted into a

C. Nguyen and S. Kim, Theory. Analysis and Design of RF Interfe rometric Sensors, 15
SpringerBriefs in Physics, DOl 10.1007/978-1-4614-2023-1_3,
© Springer Science- Business Media, LLC 2012
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Fig. 3.1 Overall system configuration of the homodyne millimeter-wave interferometric sensor

base-band signal, which is then proce ssed to determine the displacement of the
target location .

Displacement measurement using the RF interferometry technique is basically a
coherent phase-detection process using a phase detecting processor , which is the
quadrature mixer in the system. The phase difference between the reference and
measurement paths, produced by a displacement of the target location , is deter
mined from the in-phase (1) and quadrature (Q) output signals of the quadrature
mixer. These signals are described as

VI(t) = Al sin </J(t)

vQ( t) = AQcos </J(t) (3.1)

where Al and AQare the maximum amplitudes of I and Q signals, respectively. </J(O
represent s the phase difference and can be determined, for an ideal quadrature
mixer, as
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A..( ) - I (v,(t) AQ)'l't = tan ----
vQ(t) A,
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(3.2)

Practi cal quadrature mixers, however , have a nonlin ear phase response due to
their phase and amplitude imbalances as well as DC offset. A more realist ic form of
the pha se including the nonlinear ity effect can be expressed as

A.. ( ) - I ( I A v,(t) - Vos, AA..)
'I' t = tan --- - tan L:1'1'

cos !J.4> (A + M) vQ(t) - VosQ
(3.3)

by solving Eq . 2. 12 for 4>(t) . The detected phase is generated by the time delay, r ,
due to round -trip travel ing of the electromagnetic wave for the distance between the
antenna aperture and target. It has a relationship with range, r, as follow ing:

4rcfor
4>(r) = 2rcfor = - -

c
(3.4)

where fa and c are the operating frequenc y and speed in free space of the electro
magnetic wave. From Eq. 3.4, the range as a function of time var iable can be
defined by

(3.5)

where Ao, defined by c!J,,, is the operating wave length in air , and normal incide nce
of the wave is assum ed . Note that the detected phase co rresponds to a rou nd-trip
travel of the received signal. Range variation is produced by changes in target
location and can be expresse d in the time dom ain as

!J. r( IIT) = r [IIT] - r[ (11 - I )T] 11 = 1, 2, 3, ... (3.6)

where T is the sampling interva l. The displacement for the entire target measure
ment sequence can be desc ribed as a summa tion of consec utive range variations as

k

d(IIT) = L !J.r (IIT) 11 = 1, 2, 3, ..., k
11=1

(3.7)

These range variations can be measured from the data acq uisition and processing
of the quadrature mixer ' s output signals, from which an actual displacement can
then be constructed. In this displacement co nstruction process, the range ambiguity
probl em arises due to the 21t-phase discontinuity of the phase detect ing processor ,
which is typically expected in the interferometry technique. Thi s probl em is
ove rcome by employing the phase unwrapping signal-processing techn ique
described in [25- 27). Measured data produced by the RF interfero meter are
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wrapped into the range ( - n, n), and the phase unwrapp ing algorithm is used to
reconstruct the wrapped phase beyond the range of (-n, n) so as to obtain a
continuous phase without the 2n radian ambiguities.

3.2 Phase Unwrapping Signal Processing

The phase unwrapping is an esse ntial signal processing technique in interferometric
radar. It is applied mainl y for synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interfero metry,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and astronomical imaging. The interferometric
signals generated by the phase detecting device, which is the quadrature mixer in
the developed system, are wrapped into the range ( - n , n). The goal of phase
unwrapping signal processing is to recon struct the wrapped phase beyond the
range of ( - n, rt). Math emati call y, the phase unwrapping operation is described
by the following equation in discrete time domain

<1> (n) = <jJ(n) + 2nk(n) (3 .8)

where <jJ(n) is an unwrapped phase which is the quant ity to be detected, and k(n) is
an intege r function that enforces <jJ(n) wrapped .

Several digital techniques [25- 27] have been proposed to develop the
phase unwrapping algorithms. Itoh developed a brief and suggestive technique
for a one-dimensional case [25]. For a brief discussion of Itoh ' s method, let
us first introdu ce two opera tors Wand .1. The operator W wraps the phase into
the range ( - n, n)

W{<jJ (n)} = <1>(n) + 2nk(n),n =0, I , ..., N -I (3.9)

where k(n) is an integer array selected to satisfy - n < CP(n) ::; n. The difference
operator .1 is defined as

~ { <jJ (n )} = <jJ (n + I) - <jJ(n)

~{k(n )} = k(n+ l ) -k(n) n =O, I , ..., N -1. (3. 10)

From the difference of wrapped phase sequences using Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10, we
can get

~ {W{ <jJ (n)} } = ~ { <jJ (n ) } + 2n~ { k l(n )}.

Applying the wrapping operation again to the above yields [25]

W{~{W{<jJ (n)}}} = ~ { <jJ (n ) } + 2n [~{k l (n)} + k2(n)]

(3. 11)

(3.12)
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where k!Cn) and k2(n) distinguish the integer arrays produced by the two consecutive
wrapping operations. Equation 3.12 implies that Ll {k l (n)} + k2(n) should be
zero to satisfy the requirement of - n: <Ll{<jJ (n )} ~n: . Thu s it is reduced to

W{Ll{<D (n)}} = Ll{<jJ (n)} (3.13)

Finally, the integration form of Eq. 3.13 shows that

m-I

<jJ (m ) = <jJ (O) + LW{Ll{W{<jJ(n)}}}.
n=O

(3.14)

Equation 3.14 implies that the actual phase sequences can be unwrapped by
iterative integration operation of the wrapped difference of wrapped phases.

Figure 3.2 illustrates an example of phase unwrapping for a one-dimensional
case. The sinusoidal phase sequence of Eq. 3.15 with maximum pha se variation of
5n: is perfectly reconstructed by phase unwrapping operation

<jJ (t) = 5n:sin(27ift). (3. 15)
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The f in the parenthesis implies a periodicity of the phase signal , such as
vibration which may come from a periodic displacement of the target. The solid
line in Fig. 3.2 represents the original phase function of (3.15). The reconstructed
and wrapped phase sequences are designated by (0) and ( x ), respectively. Typi
cally, the wrapped phase is the form obtained by the phase detecting processor in
most interferometric sensor. As shown, the unwrapped phase sequences are exactly
reconstructed from the wrapped phase by applying phase unwrapping signal
processing.

3.3 System Fabrication

The homodyne millimeter-wave interferometric sensor was fabricated using MICs
and MMICs. All components inside the dotted lines shown in Fig. 3.1 are integrated
on a O.254-mm thick alumina substrate using surface-mount technology. The
Wilkinson power divider, a counterpart of the beam splitter in optical interferome
try as shown in Fig. 1.1, was realized using microstrip lines and analyzed through

2.4mm Connector

ALH208C

0.6640

DC bias line

1.2000

100 Ohm Test Pattern

EXT
osc

TGC1430F

Unitlnch

Fig. 3.3 Detailed circuit layout of the homodyne millimeter-wave interferom etric sensor.
The components corresponding to the part number s are listed in the text. Dimensions are in inch
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Fig. 3.4 Photograph of the fabricated homodyne millimeter-wave interferometric sensor

21

field simulation using a commercial field simulator, IE3D [28] , and implemented on
the top of the alumina substrate employing thin film technology to direct the
millimeter wave signal into the reference and measurement paths. The return loss
and isolation were optimized to achieve better than 15 and 30 dB, respectively, at
frequencies from 36 to 38 GHz. The resistor in the power divider was implemented
with Ta2N thin film and adjusted accurately to obtain its final value , 100 n, using
laser trimming. Figure 3.3 shows the layout of the millimeter wave circuit in detail.
Commercially available Ka-band (26 .5-40 GHz) MMICs were used for the quad
rature mixer (Alpha industries, AM038R 1-00), low noise amplifier (TRW,
ALH208C), power amplifier (TriQuint, TGA 1071-EPU ) and frequency doubler
(TriQuint, TGCI430F-EPU); they are surface-mounted on metallic patches,
which are gold plated and connected to the alumina' s ground plane by 0.2-mm
diameter vias. A Printed Circuit Board (PCB) is used to mount a high -precision
operational amplifier, which constitutes a 100-Hz pass-band active low pass filter.
The filter provides gain for the output signals of the quadrature mixer and limit s the
signal bandwidth to reduce the noise -floor level. 3-by-0.5-mil gold ribbons are used
to connect the IO-mil-wide alumina transmission lines to the signal pads on the
MMICs. Figure 3.4 is a photograph of the fabricated system.
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3.4 Displacement Measurement and Liquid-Level Gauging

The developed homodyne millimeter-wave interferometric sensor was used for
displacement measurement and liquid-lev el gauging as examples demonstrating
its capability for sensing applications. The measurement was performed using two
laboratory test samples. An 18.8-GHz phase-locked source and a Ka-band standard
horn antenna were used in the tests. The first sample is a metal plate mounted on a
XYZ-axis stage. The XYZ-axi s stage has a fine variation precision of 0.01 mm, a
high accuracy of 0.002032 mm/25.4 mm and a good repeatab ility of 0.00127 mm.
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Actual Displacement (mm)

Fig. 3.6 Measured displacement for a metal plate

The metal plate was located 30-cm away from the antenna aperture, and the
displacement measurement was made as the plate was moved every 0. 1 mm . Signals
from the quadrature mixer were captured by the dat a acquisi tion hard ware (National
Instrum ents, PCI -6 1II E) with the sample speed of I kS/s and sample number of
1,000 . Then the entire set of samples is averaged to cance l out the noise components,
which are composed of phase noise of the microwave signal source and white noise
generated by circuits in the system. Figure 3.5a shows the measured signal voltages,
excluding DC-offset voltage, needed for the phase unwrapping . Figure 3.5b displays
the phase detected and constructed by the phase unwrapping techn ique. The phase
detected was determined from

¢( t) = tan-I (Vt(t) - Vast)
l'Q(t) - VosQ

(3. 16)

which contains the errors result ing from the amplitude and phase imba lances of the
quadrature mixer. As can be seen in Fig. 3.5b, the reconstructed phase varies from 950

to 5230 for a displacement of 5 mm. Thi s range of phase variation is sufficient to
validate the phase unwrappin g signal processing for phase reconstruction without
the 3600 ambiguities. For displacements corresponding to multiple times of 3600

,
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Fig.3.7 Measurement set-up for water level gauging (a) and test results (b)

repetition of the phase unwrapping process is needed to construct the phase. The final
displacement result is shown in Fig. 3.6 together with the measurement error.

The second sample, as shown in Fig. 3.7a, is water stored in a reservoir , which is
mounted on a XYZ-axis stage. It is used to demonstrate a possible application of
liquid -level gauging. The water level was located at a distance of 15 em from the
horn antenna and the measurement was made as the distance was varied. Figure 3.7b
shows the measured displacement and corresponding error. In both measurements,
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the homodyne millimeter-wave interfero metric sensor ach ieves a meas ured
resoluti on of only 0.05 mm and a maximum error of 0.3 mm at eac h disp lacement.
The resolu tion was determined through the measurement of the minimum detect
able voltage (or phase) as the displa cement was varied .

3.5 Analysis of Error Contributed by Quadrature Mixer

3.5.1 Quadrature Mixer Transfer Function

A quadrature mixer is the most common component used to detect phase in RF
inte rferomete rs based on homodyne structure . Figure 3.8 shows a typical functional
block diagram of quadrature mixers. It consis ts of basically two identically bal
anced mixers sharing a common in-phase RF inpu t signa l and a quadra ture phase
La signal to pump the mixers. The La signal is splitted by a 90° hybrid and the
divided signa ls are fed into the mixers. The co nventiona l problem of a quadrature
mixer, as a phase detectin g processor, is that it is difficult to achieve good balance
for the I and Q paths in terms of amplitude and phase, due to the impe rfec tion of
ci rcuit components. This probl em is usuall y ca lled I/Q error, resulting in limitat ion
in acc uracy of interfero metric measurement. As the operating frequency is
increased, the problem becomes seve re and hard to control.

Equation 3. 17 descr ibes mathematically the ideal response of the quadrature
mixer from the I and Q ports, assuming that the frequency of the La and RF sig nal
is slightly offset by hr. i.e.,fRF - fLO = hF, as

v,(t ) = A . cos(2rr.hFt+ cjJ )

vQ(t) = A . sin(2rr.hFt + cjJ)

Mixer

RF o----t_i-<cT-

Power
Divider

'--...----{ X J---..--{)

Fig. 3.8 Functional block diag ram of quadrature mixers

a

LO

(3.17)
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Fig. 3.9 Example of non-linear phase response of a quadrature mixer

where <jJ is the phase information to be detected. Real response, however, is affected
by the mixer's imperfection of the amplitude and phase imbalance, causing I/Q
error. The time response of the real quadrature mixer can be expressed as

VI (t) = (A . M) cos(2nflFt+ <jJ + !:J.<jJ ) + VOSI

vQ(t) = A sin(2nfipt + <jJ ) + VosQ
(3.18)

where the amplitude error is treated as the ratio of the amplitudes for two signals.
The actual phase detection process is performed with the detected signals of (3.18)
excluding the DC offset terms, because a band-pass filter in the system easily filters
out the DC offset. Therefore, the phase error produced by the non-ideal quadrature
signals can be calculated by

A.. = - I [VQ(t) - VOSQ] _ A..
'l' e tan ( ) '1' .

VI t - VOSI
(3. 19)

As an example, Fig. 3.9 shows a non-linear phase response, accompanied by
the phase error corresponding to an amplitude imbalance of 2 dB, phase imbalance
of 10°, and DC offset of 100 mV. As seen, the phase response is non-linear for
linear change of the input phase and shows undulating behavior, which implie s
deterioration of measurement accuracy.
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In homodyne systems, the frequency of the RF and LO signals is the same, so
that the output of the quadrature mixer generates only DC terms. Thi s makes the
estimation of the phase error difficult . It is a common approach to introduce a test
signal, which is produced by mixing the RF signal with the LO signal slightly
different from the RF signal in frequency so that the output of the mixer is AC of
intermediate frequency.jj -, Usually.jj» is chosen low enough to be easily processed
by digital signal processing . Based on the test signals, it is possible to estimate the
amplitude and phase imbalance as well as the DC offset of the quadrature mixer in
frequency domain using Fourier tran sform, as explained in detail in the following
section.

It is convenient to handle the pair of signals in (3. 18) as a complex signal; that is,

v(t) = v/(t) + jVQ( t). (3.20)

Applying Fourier tran sform on (3.20) produces an impul se (delta) function in
frequency domain. For an ideal quadrature mixer, the impul se function appears
only at the frequency of[i r- But imbalances of the quadrature mixer cau se image
respon se at the negative (or image ) frequency of [t r- The Fourier tran sform of
complex output signals of a real quadrature mixer is expressed as

F[v(t)] = F[v/ (t) + jVQ(t)]

= F(O) : DC term

I
+ 2A .expUc/> )[M cos(~c/» + jM s i n( ~c/» - I]b(f +./iF) Image Signal

I+ 2A .expUc/> )[M cos(~c/» + jM s i n( ~c/» + I]b(f -./iF) Primary Signal

(3.2 1)

which constitutes a DC term that comes from DC offset , upper-side (Primary) and
lower-side (Image) signals. The power ratio of the lower- to upper-side signal,
namely Image-to-Signal Ratio (lSR), measures the amount of deviation of the real
quadrature mixer ' s response compared to an ideal respon se , and is giv en by

ISR = [M cos(M » - If + [Msin(~c/»f .

[M cos(M » + If + [Msin(~c/»f

From Eq. 3.22, the amplitude imbalance is derived as [29)

cos (~4» ( I + ISR) + J[cos (~4» ( I + /sR)f - ( I - ISR)2
M = -----------''--I:-----=-/S=-=R=---------

(3.22)

(3.23)
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It is relati vely eas ier to measure ISR and LlA using a spectrum analyzer than to
measure the phase imbalance Ll ¢ . From the mea sured ISR and amplitude imbal
ance, the phase imbalance can be deduc ed as [29]

!:l.¢ = cos-1 [(M
2

+ 1)(1 - ISR)].
2M ( 1+ ISR)

(3.24)

Figure 3. 10 illustrates the frequency response of a complex output signal of a
quad rature mixer for both ideal and real cases. The image signal shown in the figure
is generally called Hermitian image; it produc es a false target and deteriorates
resoluti on in radar used for most ranging appli cations. Also, in RF interferometry, it
causes a non-linear phase response, as alread y shown in Fig. 3.9. It is thereby
desirable to suppress or eliminate the image signal.

3.5.2 I/Q Error Correction Algorithm

As discussed in the previous section, the image signal influences the quadrature
phase detection in RF systems. In most radar and communica tion applications, it is
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desirable to correct the I/Q error. In this section, the most com mon method to
correct I/Q error is presented by means of correction coefficients der ived from a test
signal [30] .

We can express the quadrature signals with I/Q errors as

VI (t) = (A + ~A ) . cos(2nflF t)

vQ(t) = A . sin(2nftFt + ~</J ) (3.25)

where the DC offset is excl uded because it ca n be simply determined by the
averaged DC level (or zero frequency component in Fourier tran sform ) of eac h
quadrature channel signal.

The problem of I/Q error correction is analogo us to the Gra m-Sc hmidt orthogo
nalization, designat ing the quadrature signals with vector matrix notation as

[
V'/(t) ] = [S 0][VI(t)]
v'Q(t) R I vdt )

(3.26)

where Sand R are the rotating and sca ling coefficients, respectively, to make the
quadrature signals of (3.25) orthogo nal; that is, exac tly 90° out of phase with equal
amplitude. In [30), a digital signal processing technique is suggested to obta in
estimates of the coe fficient matr ix using OFT (Discrete Fourier Tra nsform). By
definition, the OFT of complex quadrature signal vet) yie lds

(
k ) I N- l Znkn

F - = - '" V(IIT) exp(- j - )
NT N~ N

k = 0, 1,2, ...., N - I (3.27)

where T is the sampling time, N is the numb er of samples, and V(IIT) = vl(/lT) +
jVQ(IIT) . The complex signal V(IIT) can be described from (3.25) as

v(/lT) = (A + ~A ) . cos[2 nftF(IIT)]+ jA . sin[2nflF (/lT) + ~</J l . (3.28)

The prim ary and image signal components appear at F( l iNT) and F[(N- I )/(NT)]
and are related to the amplitude and phase imbalance by

F( ;T) = ~ [ ( I + ~A ) + cos(~</J ) +jsin (~</J ) l

(
N - I) A

F NT = 2 [(1+ ~A ) - cos (~</J ) +jsin(~</J ) ]' (3.29)

after substituting (3.28) into (3.27) and solving for the OFT components at the
frequencies of liNT and (N- J)/NT. The estimates of the coe fficients in (3.26) can
then be obtained by the components of OFT of (3.28) as [301
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(3.30)

where F* means a conjugate of F.
Figure 3.11 shows an example of I/Q error correction by the coefficients

obtained by DFf, where the amplitude imbalance is 0.8 dB, phase imbalance is
10°, and DC offset voltage is 100 mV for I channel and 200 mV for Q channel,
respectively. Figure 3.11a shows the quadrature signals corresponding to the
imbalances mentioned above, and Fig. 3.11b demonstrates geometric interpretation
of the correction process. If we plot the in-phase signal vlnT) in X-axis and the
quadrature signal vQ(nT) in Y-axis together, then they constitute an ellipse in the XY
complex plane. From a geometric viewpoint, the procedure for correcting I/Q error
can be interpreted as rotation and scaling of the ellipse in the XY complex plane, as
shown in Fig. 3.11b, so that it finally turns into a perfect circle centered at the origin.
The coefficients of Sand R defined in (3.26) can be geometrically interpreted as the
scaling and rotation coefficients to convert the right -most vector v(t) in (3.26), which
is neither orthogonal nor equal in amplitude, into the left-most vector v' (t), which is
orthogonal and equal in amplitude as in the centered circle in Fig. 3.11 b.

3.5.3 Worst-Case Error Analysis

The measurement error employing the homodyne configuration is attributed mostly
to the nonlinear response of the quadrature mixer. Several techniques have been
proposed to correct the non-linearity of the quadrature mixer [30, 31]. Possible
sources of error also come from the measurement distance, the target's reflecting
surface, or a combination of these. The instability of the frequency source should
produce a negligible effect on the measurement due to the short time delay between
the transmit and receive signals of the system. The system can also operate at larger
ranges with proper transmitting power.

Measurement accuracy was estimated by an analysi s of the maximum phase
imbalance using the method proposed in [32]. In this method, the maximum phase
error resulted from the image rejection level of the quadrature is calculated. From
Eq. 3.22, the image-to-signal ratio (ISR) given as a function of the amplitude and
phase imbalance can be reduced to

(3.31 )
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Equation 3.3 1 can be approximated by an ellipse

where

x = COS-I (I - ISSR)
I +IR

1+ .jiSR
Y = ---.:.-.:.....,=

I - .jiSR .

(3.32)

Figure 3.12 shows constant ISR contours for several different ISR values of a
quad rature mixer. As can be seen, the maximum phase imbalance occurs when the
amplitude imbalanc e is 0 dB. Using an ISR of 18 dB from the employed quadrature
mixer ' s data sheet [33], a maximum phase error was obtained as 14.40

, which
corresponds to a maximum distance accuracy of 0.32-mm . The measured erro r of
0.3 mm shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7b falls within the maximum calcu lated error.
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Table 3.1 Comp arison of the developed sensor's performance with those of commercia l liquid
level gauging sensors

Sensing technique

Operating frequency

Accuracy

3.6 Summary

Developed sensor

Interferom etry

37.6 GHz

0.3 mm

Saab (tank radar)

FMCW
X-Band (8- 12 GHz)

Bandwidth : I GHz

I cm

Pepperl + Fuchs

FMCW

24 GHz Bandwidth:
0.2 GHz

> 20 cm

A mill imeter-wave interferom etric sensor with homodyne configuration, operating
37.6 GHz, was developed. As examples to demonstrat e its usage for sensing
appli cations, the sensor was used for accurate displacement sensing and liquid 
level gauging. The sensor was integrated on alumina substrate and PCB , employing
MMICs and MICs. It has been used to measure accurately the displacement of
metal plate location and water level. From these measurement results, it has been
found that sub-millimeter resolution in the order of 0.05 mm is feasible. A mea
surement accuracy of 0.3 mm was also obtained and is within the maximum error
calculated on the basis of worst-ca se error analysis for the I/Q error of the quadra
ture mixer. The developed sensor's performance is compared with those of some
commercial liquid -level gauging sensors in Tabl e 3. 1, where the spec ifications of
the commercia l sensors are referred to in [34] . The measured results dem onstrat e
the workability of the developed sensor and its potenti al as an effec tive tool not
only for displac ement measurem ent and liquid level-gauging but also for other
sensing applications.
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Chapter 4
Double-Channel Homodyne
Interferometric Sensor

The previou s chapter was devoted to the millimeter -wave interferometric sensor
with homodyne configuration. Thi s sensor was used for displacement measurement
and liquid level gauging and achieved a resoluti on of 50 um , which is equal to
"-01 160, with A.o being the free-space operating wavelength , and 0.3-mm maximum
error.

In this chapter, we present a millimeter wave interferom eter using doubl e
channel homodyne configuration. Thi s senso r configuration can eliminate the
non-linear phase respon se of the quadrature mixer , which critica lly limit s the
senso r's measurement accuracy. The prom inent difference between the doubl e
channel homodyne and homodyne co nfigurations is that ei ther measurement - or
reference-path signal is modulated using a quadrature up-conv erter so that the
phase information can be detected at an interm edi ate frequency (IF) , which is a
frequency low enough to be handl ed with a digital sig nal processor. The phase is
then detected by the quadrature sampling digital signal processing technique. With
this approach, it is possible to exclude the conve ntional imbal ance probl em of the
quadrature mixer. Also the double-channel hom odyne configuration provid es addi 
tional advantage of estimating the phase noise effect of a RF signal source using
FFT algorithm, without the help of phase noi se measurement equipment, due to the
fact that the pha se noi se of a RF source is down -convert ed and appears at IF.

A millimeter-wave interferometri c sensor operating at 35.6 GH z was developed
based on the double-channel hom odyne configuration show n in Fig. 1.4 and
dem onstrat ed for possible sensing applications throu gh measurement of displace
ment and low velo city. Microwave and millimeter-wave Doppl er radar has dra wn
much attention in the automobile indu stry as a speed-de tection sensor for intelli gent
cruise control, colli sion-avoidance, and anti lock brake systems for vehicles
[35- 39] . A RF interferometer can be configured to perform the functi ons of both
displacement sens ing and veloc ity mea surement , effective ly working together as
the interferometric displacement sensor and Doppler veloc ity sensor. The displace
ment sensing is achi eved by configuring the senso r as an interferometri c device.
The velocity mea surement is rea lized by detecti on and est imation of the Doppler
frequency shift in base band, which is processed against a phase de tec ted by the

C. Nguye n and S. Kim , Theory . Ana lysis and Design of RF Interfe rom etric Sensors , 35
Springe rBriefs in Physics, DOl 10.1007/978-1-4614-2023-1_4,
© Springe r Science- Business Med ia, LLC 20 12
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interferometric function of the sensor. In [40], a six-port wave-correlator was
developed to achieve the same purpose. The double-channel homodyne millime
ter-wave interferometer was realized using MICs and MMICs. Measured displace
ment results show a resolution of only 10 11m, which is approximately equivalent to
,.0/840 in terms of free-space wave length Ao. a remarkable resolution in terms
wavelength. A maximum error of only 27 urn was obtained after corrections
using a polynomial curve fitting. Results indicate that multiple reflections dominate
the displacement measurement error. For low-velocity measurement, experiments
were performed in a laboratory for a moving target on a commercial conveyor.
The sensor was able to measure speed as low as 27.7 mrn/s, corresponding to 6.6 Hz
in Doppler frequency, with an estimated velocity resolution of2.7 mm/s. A digital
quadrature mixer (DQM) was configured as a phase detecting processor, employing
the quadrature sampling signal processing technique, to overcome the non-linear
phase response problem of a conventional analog quadrature mixer. The DQM also
enables low Dop pler frequency to be measured with hig h resolution . The Doppler
frequency was determined by applying linear regression on the phase sampled
within only fractions of the period of the Doppler frequency . Short-term stability
of a RF signal source was also considered to predict its effect on measurement
accuracy.

In Doppler velocity measurement, a common method to estimate the Doppler
frequency is the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) obtained by determining the
spectral peak centroid in a periodogram, which is implemented by combining Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm and numerical technique. In the presented
double-channel homodyne millimeter-wave interferometer, we employed a differ
ent approach using signal processing, based on quadrature phase detection in base
band, to estimate the Doppler frequency by applying linear regression on the
detected phase. This represents an effective way, particularly for estimating the
low-frequency sinusoidal signal needed for low-velocity measurement, compared
to the FFT-based MLE. The developed sensor when used for low-velocity mea
surement has potential to replace the laser Doppler velocimeter, especially in a
humid and dusty environment, due to the fact that it is less sensitive than the laser
based velocity sensor to dust particles and water in the air.

4.1 System Configuration and Principle

The overall system configuration is shown in Fig. 4.1. The system is divided into
three parts: a millimeter-wave (MMW) subsystem for processing a millimeter-wave
signal, an intermediate-signal subsystem for processing signals at intermediate
frequencies, and a digital signal processor. The 17.8-GHz phase-locked oscillator,
the Ka-band directional coupler, and the lens horn antenna are external
components. The sensor transmits a millimeter-wave signal at 35.6 GHz toward a
target. The directional coupler, providing good isolation between the transmit and
receive ports, is used to direct the signal to the antenna. The signal reflected from
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Fig. 4.1 Overall system block diagram of the double-chann el heterodyne millimeter-wave inter
ferometric sensor. The target sits either on the XYZ axis (for displacement sensing) or on the
conveyo r (for velocity measurement). The Reference Channel is not needed for velocity
measurement

the target is captured via the antenna, redirected by the coupler to the receiver
circuitry, and up-con verted by mixin g with the RF signal produ ced by modulating
the signal at the first intermediate frequ ency (IF)J w f , with the signal of the second
intermediate frequen cyJ fF b in a direct quadrature up-conv erter. The up-converted
signal is then passed through a coupled-line band pass filter to reject its image
component. Thi s signal is combined with part of the transmitt ed mill imeter-wave
signal to generate a down-converted RF signal, which is further down-converted by
another down -con verter in the intermediate-signal subsystem. IlFf and I fF2
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are chose n as 1.8 GHz and 50 KHz, respectively. Conseq uently, the final
down -converted signal, VM(t), namely the measurement-channel signal, contains
informati on on the phase or phase change ove r time genera ted by the target
displacement or movement , respecti vely. It is finally amplified by a band-limited
differenti al amplifier and transferred to the digital signal processor, through a
twisted cable. The differential driving amplifier combined with the twisted cab le
provides good noise suppression as well as additional voltage gain . For the dis
placement measurement , the measured phase of VM(t) is compared with that of the
reference-c hannel signal, VR(t), coming from the direct dig ital synthesizer (DDS).
VR(t) also serves as an IF signal for the direct quadruture up-converter in the
intermediate-s ignal subsystem. If the target is in motion, the frequency of VM(t) is
shifted by the Doppler frequency. In velocity measurement, the phase change over
time is detected in the signal processing, and the only measurement-channel signal is
processed to extract the Doppler frequency shift. Instead of employing an analog
millimeter-wave quadrature mixer as in the previous work [18], a digital quadrature
mixer (DQM) was configured as a phase detecting processor based on quadra ture
sampling to detect the phase difference between the reference- and measurement 
channel signals for displacement measurement and the phase change ove r time for
Doppler velocimetry.

4.1.1 Displacement Measurement

Displacement of a target is measured by detecting the phase difference between the
two base band signals : reference-channel signal VR(t) and measurement-channel
signal VM(t). These signals are described as

VR (t ) = ARsin [2nfint + ¢R (t ) ] + net)

VM (t) = AM cos [27iftn t + ¢M (t ) + ¢ n(t ) ] + net)
(4.1)

where AR, AM and ¢ R(t), ¢M(t) are the peak amplitudes and phases of these signals,
respectively; ¢n(t) is the phase noise down-converted from the mill imeter-wave
signal; and n(t) is the white Gaussian noise. The phase noise of the reference
channel signal is not considered here because its contribution is negligible as
compared to that of the measurement-channel signal.

The phase of each channel's signal is obtained by the quadra ture sampling signal
processing and discussed in the following section. The phase diffe rence between
the channels, ¢D(t), is defined as

(4 .2)

Here, we consider only the phase noise, neglecting the white Gaussian noise, on
the basis of the phase noise spectrum of the actual signals shown in Fig. 5.4 and
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obtained by the FFT spectral estimator I which indicates that phase noise is the
dominant noise source in the frequency band of interest and is approximately
greater than 30 dB from the noise floor.

The differential phase difference, needed for calculating the displacement, is
obtained in the (digital) time domain as

~cPo (nT) = cPo(nT) - cPo [(n - I )T] n = 1,2,3 , .. . (4.3)

where T is a sampling time interval.
In the case of normal incidence of a wave, the range r (t ) from the antenna to the

target is related to the phase detected cP(t ) as

The displacement is given by

(4.4)

~r(nT) = r[nT] - r[(n - I )T] n = 1,2 ,3 , .. . (4.5)

which can be determined using (4.3) and (4.4) . The total displac ement of the entire
target movement is a summation of consecutive displacements:

k

d(nT) = L ~r(nT) n = 1,2,3 , ..., k.
11= 1

4.1.2 Doppler Velocimetry

(4.6)

The measurement-channel signal, VM(t) , produced by the target in motion, is fre
quency-shifted in base band by the Dopp ler frequency. jj, and can be expressed as

(4.7)

where cP; represents the deterministic phase constant.
The principle of radar velocimetry relies on the detection and estimation of the

Doppler frequency generated by a moving target. For the normal incident wave ,
which is our intere st, the Doppler frequency is related to the target speed, v, and the
wave length , A, as

2v
fd= A (4 .8)

I FFf spectral estimator is a signal processing based on FFf for generating the frequency spectrum
of a signal.
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in which the target velocity is linearly proportional to the Doppler frequency.
The Doppler frequency shift is obtained in base band with reference to the interme
diate frequency, fin, by taking gradient for time derivative of the detected phase
over time.

4.2 Signal Processing

The sensor's signal processing consists of two distinct parts: one for detecting the
phase difference needed for measuring the displacement, and another one for
estimating the Doppler frequency used for calculating the velocity.

4.2.1 Phase-Difference Detection for Displacement
Measurement

Figure 4.2 shows the signal processing flow to extract the phase difference between
the measurement- and reference-channel signals in the digital signal processor. In
the input signals, the subscripts + and - designate different polarities of the
differential signals coming from the differential amplifier in the IF subsystem.
The front-end differential amplifier installed in the data acquisition hardware not
only amplifies both input channel signals driven by the sensor, but also greatly
suppresses the common mode noise with a more than 50-dB common mode
rejection ratio, due to the inherent characteristic of a differential amplifier. The
reference- and measurement-channel signals are converted into a digital form with
l2-bit resolution by the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), implemented in the data
acquisition hardware. These signals are expressed as

Mea. Ch.,--------·------------------,
vM+(t)

Phase
Unwrap

VR.(t)
Ref. Ch. L- ...J

Fig. 4.2 Signal processing flow in the digital signal processor for displacement measurement
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Fig. 4.3 Configuration of the digital quadra ture mixer

VR (IIT) = ARsin[2rrftF2 (IIT) + cPR (IIT)]

VM (IIT ) = AMcos [2rrftF2 (liT) + cPM(IIT) + cPn(IIT) ]

vMI (nT)
or
vRI(nT)

vMo(nT)
or
vRo(nT)

II = 1, 2, 3, ...

4 1

(4 .9)

A digital quadrature mixer (DQM), based on quadrature sampling signal
processing technique was configured and implemented as shown in Fig. 4.3 . Vari 
ous quadrature sampling schemes have been proposed for coherent detect ion in
radar and communication receivers [41-45] . The advantage of the quadrature
sampling is that it can eliminate or , at least, minimize the non-linear pha se respon se
of a con ventional analog quadrature mixer , which is caused by the pha se and
amplitude imbalances as well as the DC offset voltage of the mixer itself. As the
operating frequenc y is increased, the non-linearity becomes seve re and difficult
to control. Several correction techniques have also been developed in [30-32] .
The DQM implemented in the developed doubl e-channel heterod yne interferome
ter was inspired by the work presented in [42,44] and realized by software. The
DQM processes each digiti zed channel signal to genera te the in-phase and quadra
ture components of vMllIT), VMQ(IIT) and VR/(IIT), vRQ(nT). The sampling frequency
is set as four time s the seco nd interm edi ate frequency, 4ftF20 so that the digital local
oscillators become a quadrature sequence of only - 1, 0, and I , which impli es that
local osc illators feed exactly 90° out of pha se and equal amplitude signals into the
mixers, because their phases are integer multiple of n/2. The mixer designated in
Fig. 4.3 per form s as a multipl ier. The multiplication process samples the following
in-pha se and quadrature components of the reference-channel signal [46]:

[ 0 ]v,(nT) =
{(liT) cos cPi + Q(IIT) sin cP i

[ 0 ]vQ(nT) =
Q(IIT) cos cP i - { (liT ) sin cPi

II = odd

n = even

n = even

II = odd
(4. 10)
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where 1(IlT) = ARcos cPR (IlT), Q(IlT) = ARsin cPR (IlT). cP; is the initial phase,
which is static in nature. As see n in (4.10), the odd samples of the in-pha se signal
vlllT) and the even samples of the quadrature signal vlllT) always produc e zero,
caused by mult iplication with zero from digital osc illators, and they need to be
discarded. Decimat ing by two discards those samples to eliminate zero output in
(4.1I). In this quadrature sampling approach, a time delay in quadrature signal
occ urs because the first sample of vlnT) produces zero and it is discarded . There
fore, adding a time delay of T = 1/4ftF2 to the in-phase signal eliminates the time
delay betwee n the two quadrature signals, VRlnT) and VRQ(nT). Takin g arctange nt
then produces the phase of eac h channel signal within 2Tt rad ians, [- Tt , rt], as

I [vR/ (nT)]cPR(nT) = tan- ( ) .
VRQ IlT

(4.11)

In this configuration, a low-p ass filter is not needed for the rejection of the
harmonic s as in a typical mixer configuration, thus avo iding the filter ' s transient
response to appear in the quadrature outputs, another advantage of our DQM
approach.

For the measurement-channel signal, the same procedure is used to obtain

I [VM/(IlT)]cPM (IlT) = tan- () .
VMQ nT

(4. 12)

The phase difference, to be conver ted into displacement, is then determined as

(4. 13)

Finally, the phase-unwrapp ing process [25-27], explained in Eq. 4.2, is applied
to (4. 13) to overcome the Zn-discontinuity problem of the phase de tection proces
sor. The range corresponding to the detected phase difference is then determined by
(4.4) and the displacement is obtained by Eqs. 4 .5 and 4.6 .

4.2.2 Doppler-Frequency Estimation for Velocity Measurement

Figure 4.4 depi cts the signal processing now used for estimating the Doppl er
frequency. The measurement -channel signal produ ced by a target in motion can
be ex pressed, in digital form , as

vM(nT) = AM cos [2TtftF2 (nT) + 2nf,,(nT) + cPn (nT) + cP ;]

n = 0, I, 2, ... , N - I. (4. 14)

A quadrature down-conversion by the DQM , combined with the phase-based
frequency estimation shown in Fig. 4.4 , allows low Doppler frequency to be
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Fig. 4.4 Signal processing flow for velocity measurement

measured with high resolution and di rectional info rmation, rega rdless of the num 
ber of cycles of the Doppl er frequency. A time-varying phase seq uence, cPM(nT), is
genera ted from the down-con verted quadratu re signa ls, vM,(nT) and vMQ(nT) .

Takin g arctangent gives the phase sequence of the down-con verted measureme nt
channe l signal within Zrt radians, [-n,n] , as

(4. 15)

The phase unwrapping process is then applied to (4. 15) to ove rco me the
2n-discontinuity problem of the phase detection processor. For ve loci ty measure
ment, the Doppl er frequency shift is estimated by applying the least squares or linear
regression [47] over the unwrapped phase sequence of (4. 15), from which target
veloc ity can be calc ulated. Thi s approach is, in principl e, motivated by the work of
Tretter [48]. The process of linear regression fits the unwrapped phase seq uence,
corrupted by phase noise, into a straight line, from which the Doppler frequency is
obtained by takin g gradient of the regression line. The phase locki ng of a RF signa l
suppresses the Iff noise component of a reference osci llato r, typ ically a YIG
osc illator, and allows the reference osci llator to follow the frequency charac teristics
of an internal or external frequency standard, usually a tem perature-stab ilized
crystal osci llator, within the phase-locking frequency range. Thu s the phase noise
spec trum of a phase-locked micro wave signal source shows a white Gaussian noise
spec trum within the phase-locked bandwidth. In the data acq uisitio n, the sampled
data is affected mainl y by the white noise down -converted from a RF signal. Based
on this fact, the problem of Doppler frequency estimation is transform ed into the
min imization of the square error [48], by filling a linear line to cPM(nT) corru pted
with white Gaussian noise,

(N- ll j2

f. = L {cPM(nT) - [2n!AnT) + ¢;]}2

- (N- l l j2

(4. 16)

where /" and ¢;are the estimates of the Doppler frequency and phase co nstant,
respect ively, and N is a total sample number. Rand om process (noise) is ge nerally
treated with statistical analysis tools of mean, standard deviation , and variance . The
co rresponding theoretical lower limit of variance, Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB), for
the freq uency es timate!d is der ived in [48] as
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Fig. 4.5 Linear regression for the Doppler frequency of ± I Hz

, I 6
eRB (j ) = 2n -SN-R-. T-"z-N---:(N---:z,.----,-I) (4 .17)

where high signal to noise ratio (SNR) is assumed, and phase noise is presumed as
white. If the error in (4.16) is unbiased, which is valid for high signal-to-noise ratio,
then the true Doppler frequency shift can be obtained as

(4.18)

where E denotes a statistical expectation or mean.
As an example, Fig. 4.5 illustrates the linear regression performed 10 times for

the Doppler frequency of ± I Hz, generated by DDS, and N = 32. The Doppler
frequency is estimated from the gradient of each regression line from phase-time
sequences, and the sign of the gradient determines the openin g (receding) or closing
(approaching) motion of a target.

The corresponding time response of DQM is shown in Fig. 4.6, which was
deliberately acquired over many samples (N = 250,000) to cover one period of
the Doppler frequency of +I Hz. In the developed double-channel heterodyne
millimeter-wave interferometric sensor, however, the number of samples used for
the linear regression frequency estimator is only a small fraction of that used for one
period of the Doppler frequency. On the contrary, relatively large samples in FFT
algorithm are required to detect a low-frequency sinusoid with high resolution as
seen by the following relationship:

N =~
N

(4.19)
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where £11 and [s are the resoluti on and sampling frequ ency of FFf, respecti vely.
In pract ice, it coo perates with maximum likelih ood estimation (MLE) to maximize
the reso lution in FFf, which is composed of two steps: first, coa rse spec tra l peak is
determi ned by FFf; and seco nd, fine peak is analyzed by introd ucing nume rical
technique like a center of grav ity algorithm.

Comparison of the capability betwee n the two different frequency estima tors,
FFf-based MLE and linear regression , is given in Fig. 4.7, which displays the
histogram of the Doppl er frequency estima tes, iterated 10,000 times for the test
signa l generated by DDS. and shows the difference in statis tical dis tribution of the
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estimate for the Doppler frequency of + I Hz, with the same condition of is = 200
kHz, N = 32 and high SNR (70 dB). The variance of the frequency estimator is

dependent on the number of samples, sampling time, and SNR of the sampled
signal. Therefore, different conditions imposed on one of those parameters result in
differences in estimation performance. In the comparison, the same conditions are
exerted and only the high SNR case is considered becau se, in the sensor, it is easily
realizable at ftF2 by cascading band-limited amplifiers without much increase in
cost. The criterion of high SNR was referred to as 15 dB in [48]. As the figure
indicates , the linear regression (on detected phase) shows a narrower statistical
distribution, which implie s a smaller variance of the estimated Doppler frequency.
In the FFr-based MLE , the Center of Gravity algorithm was used for determination
of the spectral centroid [49]. As can be seen in Fig. 4.7, the linear regression
frequency estimator provides better performance than the FFr-based MLE as
long as high SNR is maintained.

4.3 System Fabrication and Test

As seen in Fig. 4.1 and discussed previou sly, the double-channel heterodyne
millimeter-wave interferometric sensor is divided into three parts. The millime
ter-wave and intermediate-signal subsystems were realized using MICs and
MMICs. The millimeter-wave subsystem was fabricated on a 0.25-mm-thick alu
mina substrate, as shown in Fig. 4.8a . The intermediate-signal subsystem was
implemented on a FR-4 Printed Circuit Board (PCB), as shown in Fig. 4.8b.
In the millimeter-wave subsystem, a Wilkinson power divider was designed to
split the millim eter-wave signal into the transmit signal and the local oscillator
(La) signal for the down-converter. The band-pass filter is a coupl ed-line filter.
It was designed for a 3-dB bandwidth of about 2 GHz at center frequency 36 GHz
using the field simulator IE3D and acts as an image-rejection filter. Detail s of the
alumina circuit layout are shown in Fig. 4.9, where the metalli zation of a microstrip
transmission line is composed of TiW (250 A), Ni (0.00 I0 16 mm), and Au
(0.00381 mm) metal combination.

In the millim eter-wave subsystem, commercially available Ka-band MMICs
were used for the up-converter (Velocium, MSHI08C), down-converter
(Velocium, MDB I62C) , low noise amplifier (Velocium, ALH208C), power ampli
fier (TriQuint, TGAI071-EPU), and frequency doubler (TriQuint, TGCI430F
EPU). They were surface-mounted on metallic patches conn ected to the alumina
substrate 's ground plane by 0.2-mm-diameter vias. These chips were bonded to
0.25-mm-wide microstrip lines using gold ribbons.

In the intermediate-signal subsystem, a phase-locked oscillator operating at
1.8 GHz , designated by PLO-2 in Figs. 4.1 and 4.9b, was designed using a phase
locked-loop frequency synthesizer (Analog Devices, ADF4113) which require s only
a low-pass-Ioop filter as a external component, along with a voltage-controlled
oscillator (Sirenza Microdevices, VCO 190-1850T) and a IO-MHz oven-controlled
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Fig. 4.8 Photograph of the fabr icated millim eter-wa ve (a) and intermediate-signal (b) subsys tems
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Fig. 4.9 Layout of the millim eter wave subsys tem. The components co rres ponding to the part
numb ers are listed in the text. Dimensions are in inch

crystal osc illator used as a frequency standard. A direct quadrature modul ator
(RFMD, RF2422) was used to generate a single sideband (SSB) signal that shifted
the frequency hFi by [trz- The measured SSB signa l shows carrier and sideband
suppress ion of grea ter than 45 dB at the IF of 50 kHz, achieved by tun ing the phase of
the IF quadrature input signa l. For the down- conversion , a direct quadrature demod
ulator (Analog Devices, AD8347 ) was utilized , and one of the quadrature output
signals was served as the measurem ent -channel signal. The differenti al ampl ifiers,
used for the measurement - and reference-channel signa ls, grea tly suppress the
co mmo n-mode noise, result ing in a commo n-mode reject ion rati02 of more than
50 dB.

4.3.1 Displacement Measurement Results

The developed double-channel heterodyne millimeter -wave interferometric senso r
was tested for mea surin g the displacement of a metal plate mount ed on a XYZ axis
stage. The stage has a precision of 10 urn, an accuracy of 2.0 ~lm/25.4 mm , and a
repeatability of 1.27 urn.

2 Com mon- mode rejec tion ratio is a meas ure of diffe rential amplifier's ability 10 rejec t an
undesired signal (noise) that is common to both inverting and non-inverting 1800 out-of-phase
input terminals ,
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The metal plate was located at 1.5 m away from the antenna aperture. The
displacement was measured as the plate was moved every 100 11m. For each
measurement , the data acqui sition board sampled 1,000 data points and averaged
them to cancel out white noise components. Figure 4.10 shows the voltage respon se
of the measurement -channel signal triggered with the reference-chann el signal for
every IOn-um displacem ent. The detected and unwrapp ed phases are shown
in Fig. 4.11. The constructed displacement from the unwrapped phase is shown in
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Fig. 4.12 Measured displacement and error for a metal plate

Fig. 4.12 along with its error. It is interesting to note that the measured error is
regular and periodic, indicating that multiple reflections between antenna and metal
plate are predominantly attributed to the error source; the multiple reflections are
typically caused by the combination of mismatch at the input junction of the antenna
and the re-radiation of the reflected wave from the highly reflecting target from
antenna aperture occurred typically in short distance. In order to improve the
measurement accuracy, we introduced a polynomial curve fitting approach to
correct for the error. The curve fit using polynomial series, y;, is formed generally by

m

Yi = Lajd;
j=O

(4.20)

where d, is the input displacement sequence, and aj and m are the coefficients of the
polynomial curve fit and polynomial order, respectively. In this curve-fitting pro
cess, the coefficients aj are determined to minimize the mean square error (MSE),

1 N-l

MSE = - L (Yi - r;)2
N i=O

(4.21)

where r; represents the measured input sequence, and N is number of the data
points .

Figure 4.13 shows the measured and curve-fitted errors with a polynomial order
of 13 using SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) algorithm [50]. The displacement
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Fig. 4.13 Error correction by the polynomial curve fitting

after co rrec tion along with the error is shown in Fig. 4. 14. A maxi mum error of
27 11m was obta ined after the co rrec tion was made, a significant improvement from a
maximum error of 28 1 11m without the correc tion as displayed in Fig . 4. 12.
Figure 4.15 shows another measurement result dem onstratin g the achieve d resolu 
tion. As show n, the measured ma ximum error distr ibutes within I0 urn for the entire
displacement of 300 11m. The result indicates that the sma llest distance to discrimi
nate two different positions of a target (i.e., resoluti on) is only 10 11m, whic h is
equiva lent to about 1..0/840. It should be mentioned here that in the last measurement ,
the XYZ ax is stage was moved every 10 11m, which is the precision limit of the stage.
Thu s, it is expec ted that part of the error in accu racy was due to the actual
displacement of the stage, and a motorized stage would provide better refe rence
for ideal displacem ent , leadin g to better accuracy.

4.3.2 Velocity Measurement Result

The velocit y of a closing target of metal plate, placed 1.5 m away from the senso r's
antenna aperture, was mea sured by varying the speed of the conveyor carrying the
plate. The experime ntal result s, shown in Fig. 4. 16, were taken co nsec utive ly five
times (represe nted by the measurement index), with N taken as 128. Each time, the
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Fig. 4.14 Displacement results after error correction

measurement was repeated 200 times and the result s were averaged. The variance
of the Doppler frequency estimate for the averaged samples is then reduced by

(4.22)

where (J2(jd) is the variance of estimate for sampl es with N = 128, and N<Jvg is the
number of average; the standard deviation (0) is a mea sure to characterize a random
proce ss with Gaus sian distribution along with mean and variance; the number of the
Doppler frequency estimate, which falls within ± I0 , is 68% of the total number of
estimates. The mean values of measured velocity are 27.7, 32.6, and 38.6 mrn/s for
each different velocity. The corresponding standard deviation of the Doppler
frequenc y estimates were calculated as 0.50, 0.61, and 0.64 Hz, respectively,
from the statistical distribution of the estimates for each different velocity measure
ment with N = 128 and N<Jvg = 200 . The velocity resolution is estimated as
2.7 mm/s by the maximum (worst) standard deviation of 0.64 Hz inferred from
(4.22) and substituting it into Eq. 4.8 to convert into velocity .
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Fig.4.15 Displacement measured every 10 urn
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4.4 Summary

A doubl e-channel homodyne millimeter-wave interferometr ic sensor operating at
35.6 GHz was presented and demonstrated for possible sensing applica tions via
displacement sensing and low-velocity measurement. A digital quadra ture mixer
using a quadrature sampling signal processing technique was introduced for phase
detection process to overcome the general probl em of non-linear phase response of
typicall y employed conventional analog quadrature mixers. Displacement measure
ment results indicate that the sensor can detect displacement as sma ll as 10 11m or
)'0/840, represent ing a rem arkable resoluti on in terms of wave length in the milli 
meter wave range. Measurement error attributed to mult iple reflections was
corrected by polyn omial curve fitting. After error correction, an exce ptional maxi
mum measured error of only 27 urn was achieved. Velocity as low as 27.7 mrn/s,
equivalent to 6.6 Hz in term s of Doppl er frequency, was measured at 35.6 GHz for a
moving target. The velocity reso lution is estimated as 2.7 mm/s. Much lower
velocity and better resoluti on can be measured at the cos t of computation and
response time . Signal processing for Doppl er frequency estimation was developed
by mean s of linear regression on the detected phase combined with the quadrature
down-conversion scheme, which provides high resolut ion and better per formance
compared to the conventional FFf-based MLE.



Chapter 5
Consideration of Frequency Stability
of RF Signal Source for RF Interferometer

Frequency instabi lity of RF signal sources is one of the most impo rtant criteria in
system design as it affects the accuracy of measurement , particularly the phase
measurement due to the highly sensitive nature of the phase. In this chapter, the
effec ts of the frequency instability of RF signal sources on interferometric mea
surement is analyzed using statistical anal ysis and FFf spectra l estimator. It is
shown that the RF source instability has negligible effect on the inter ferometry
based phase measurement for short time delay.

5.1 Theoretical Analysis of Phase-Noise Effect
on Interferometric Measurements

The phase error induced by the instability or phase noise of RF sources affects the
accuracy of measurement in general. In this sec tion, the effec t of RF source's phase
noise on the measurement with RF interferom etry is analyzed and investigated
using statistica l analysis. It is shown that one can predict the stabi lity requ irement
of the RF source corresponding to the time delay betwee n the transmit and receive
signals. It is also demon strated that the phase noise produc es negligible effect on the
phase measurement when the time dela y is sufficiently sma ll. The result is con
firmed with the simulation of a representative millimeter- wave interferometer for
displace ment measurement.

In an interferometer, the transmit signal from the RF source is mixed with the
rece ive signal (obtained either by reflection from or transmission throu gh the
objec t) in a quadrature mixer to produce a base-band signal. Thi s base-band signal
corresponds to the phase di fference (due to the time delay) betwee n the transmit and
recei ve signals and can be processed to produce the object information. Inter ferom
etry is basically a phase detection process and the measured phase error primarily
dictates the accuracy of the target signature. The total induced phase error attributes
to the combination of the quadratu re mixer imbalan ce and frequency source

C. Nguye n and S. Kim, Theory. Analysis and Design of RF Interfe rometric Sensors , 55
SpringerB riefs in Physics, 0 01 10. 1007/978- 1-46 14-2023 - 1_5,
© Springer Science+Business Media , LLC 20 12
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instability durin g the phase detect ion process. The contribution from the quadra ture
mixer imbalance can be compe nsated by correction algorithms in the signal
processi ng as discussed in Chaps. 3 and 4, leaving the instability of the RF source
as the principal source of phase erro r.

The transmit and receive signals in a RF interferometer can be described
respect ively as

VT {t) = Ad l + m{t)]cos[2n/ot+ cPn{t) + cPi] (5.1)

where AT and AR are the amplitudes of the transmit and receive signals, respec tive ly;
m(t) and cPit) designate the AM (amplitude modulation) and PM (phase modul a
tion) noise effects, respectively; cPi is the initial phase of the frequency source, which
can be considered as a constant; and t" is the time delay between the transmit
and receive signals. The effect of the AM noise on the phase detection is
generally much smaller than that of the PM noise. Furthermore, in typical
balanced quadrature mixers, the AM noise is suppressed by at least 20 dB.
Thu s, it is reasonable to neglect the AM noise contribution in the estimation of
the induced phase error in RF interfero meters.

The in-phase and quadrature output signals of the quadrature mixe r, after low
pass filter ing, are give n by

and

VQ{t) = AQCOS [dcPn{t) + cPs]+ l1 {t)

(5. 3)

(5.4)

respect ively, where d cPn{t) = cPn{t) - cPn{t - td) represen ts the phase error due to
the phase noise of the RF source; cPs = 2n/otd is the (constant) phase difference
betwee n the transmit and receive signals corresponding to the time delay t,,; and 11(t)

stands for additional noise from the receiver, which can be reduced significantly by
averaging the dig itized data by data acquisition hardware in the signal processi ng,
making its impact on the system per formance negligibly small. The most important
contribution to the phase error in the phase detection process is iJcP,lt).
The accuracy of the phase detect ion is degraded by this noise term, which has
uncertainty due to the random nature of noise. It is thus desirable to reduce or
eliminate this phase noise effect in measurement. In the followi ng, we will show
that this phase noise effect can be neglected when the time delay between the
transmit and receive signals is short.

The phase noise cPn(t) in a RF source is genera lly modeled by the Wiener process
[51, 52] as a quant ity whose time-derivative is zero -mean white Gaussian frequency
noise/n(t). The variance of phase deviation is derived as [46]
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where E denotes the mathematical expectation and No is the two-sided frequency
noise power spectral density (PSD) .

A millimeter-wave source corrupted by phase noise can be repre sented by

v(t ) = A . cos[2n:f ot + </>,, (t ) + OJ (5.6)

where A is the maximum amplitude.j', is the operating frequenc y; </>,,(t) is the phase
noise; and 0 is a random variable, which is uniform over [0 , 21t] and independent of
</>,,(t). 0 makes v(t) stationary so that we can define the autocorrelation of v(t) as

(5 .7)

The power spectral density is obtained as Fourier transform of the autocorrela
tion, according to Wiener-Khinchin theorem [46], as

Sl" (W) = Joo R,.(r )e- jW!dr =~ {I + (w- wo)2}-1 (5.8)
21t2No 2n:2No

-00

where W o = Znf; is the radian frequency of the source. No can be der ived from
(5.8) as

(5.9)

where N is the 3-dB bandwidth of the power spectrum. Substituting (5.9) into (5.5)
yield s

(5.10)

which implies that the mean square phase deviation is linearly proportional to the
time difference r, as expected for the Wiener proces s.

As stated earlier, the time derivative of </>it) is zero mean , white Gaussian
frequency noise, which is a wide-sense stationary (WSS ) proce ss. Then ,1</>,It) is
also WSS. Thus we can define the autocorrelation of ,1</>,It) as

The power spectral density corre sponding to Rti<Pn(r) can be deriv ed using (5 .8) as

(5.12)
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where S</>.(w) is the power spectral density for <Pn(t) . The power spectra l density
corresponding to the derivative of <p,,(t) is given as [53]

(5.13)

One can rewrite (5.12), upon using (5.13), as

,1<p,,(t) is a zero mean stationary process, and its variance is computed by

2 00 . 2
2 td J (SIn wtd/2)(J [~ <p,, (t) ] =R!i </>.(O ) = - S.(w) / dw

1T. </> " wtd 2
o

(5.14)

(5. 15)

As can be seen from (5. 15), the mean square deviation of the phase noise,
(J2[~<p ,, ( t )] , relates to the frequency noise PSD of the frequency source, S . (w),

</> "
which can be measured using a spectrum analyzer. The standard dev iation or root
mean square (rms) value of ,1<p,,(t) is considered as the phase error; i.e. the phase
deviation for the delay time tel due to the phase noise of the frequency source. For
the case when S . (w) is strictly white noise, (5. 15) becomes

</> "

(5.16)

which is the same as (5.10), after changing tel to r without loss of generality.
Equation 5.16 allows one to determ ine the frequency source 's stability requirement
for a specific time delay to produce negligible phase error. For interferometric
measurement with short time delay (e.g., t < 10 ns), the frequency source instabil
ity causes negligible phase error. Note that this conclusion is based on the assump
tion that the frequency noise PSD is white. Typical frequency noise PSD of a
frequency source is not strictly white over the entire frequency range due to the
random walk and flicker noise located close to the operating frequency. The
assumption of white frequency source PSD, however , is justified when the time
delay is short. To illustrate this, we consider a system operating at 36 GHz shown in
Fig. 5.1, which represents the operation of a typical homodyne interferometer.

The output voltage of the oscillator representing the millim eter-wave source can
be modeled as

(5. 17)
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Phase
Shifter

36 GHz
Power
Divider

Time
Delay

Fig. 5.1 Schematic of a 36-GHz system representing the ope ration of a typical homodyne
illterferometer

where VI' is the maximum voltage amplitude; 1,,, is the offset frequency from the
carrier; N represents the number of offset frequency term s used in the phase noise
data ; L1f" is the peak frequency deviation resultin g from the frequency noise; and 0
is uniformly distributed over [0, 2rc ]. When the two input signals to the mixer are
quadrature in phase, the output signal of the mixer at an offset frequency can be
deri ved from Fig. 5.1 as

Vo(l) = K sinC;:I') sin(nf,,,r ) cos{ 2nl m[I - G)]} (5. 18)

where K measures the change of the mixer's output voltage due to change in the
frequency noise. For the typical case of L1f" < < 1m and when1m < < ~ (for short
time delay ), (5.18) reduces to

(5. 19)

which implies that the output voltage from the mixer at an offset frequency is
linearly proportional to the frequency noise. Also, (5. 19) shows that the frequency
noise may produc e negligibl e voltage from the mixer when the time delay is
sufficiently short. To confirm this phenom enon , we show in Fig. 5.2 the frequenc y
noise PSD at the mixer ' s output as a function of offset frequenc y for different
delay time s calcul ated by the Agilent ADS simulator [54] . Typical phase noise
of a Ka-band oscillator was used for the 36-GHz millimeter-wave source.
The power divider, mixer, phase shifter and delay line were ideal components
taken from the Agilent ADS library. As can be seen, the shorter the time delay,
the greater suppress ion of the frequenc y noise component s at the low frequency
offset in base-band . It is therefore reasonable to approximate that S . (w) is white

4>"
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Fig. 5.2 Calculated time-delay effect on the frequency noise PSD

for short time delay. As an exa mple, we consider a millimeter-wave interfero metric
sensor shown in Fig. 3. 1 for displacement measurement. The range from the
antenna to the target for normal incidence of wave relates to the detected phase
differe nce ¢(t) as

r(t) = ¢ (t) )'0
4rr

(5.20)

where )'0 is the opera ting wave length in air. The range variatio n is prod uced by
changes in the surface profile and can be represe nted in the time domain as

r(nT) = r(nT) - r[(n - I )T] n = I , 2, 3, .. . (5.2 1)

where T is the sampling interval. The displacement can be descr ibed as a summa
tion of consecutive range variations:

k

d(nT) = L r(nT)
n=l

n = I , 2 , 3, .. k (5.22)

Error in phase measurement thus produces displacement error through (5.20) .
Figure 5.3 shows the rms value of the displacement error at 36 GHz as a function
of time delay for various 3-dB bandwidths of the frequency source. From Fig. 5.3.
we can deduce that the phase noise of the frequency source has little impact on the
coherent phase detect ion using the interfero meter for short time delay.
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Fig. 5.3 Rms displacement erro r of a mill imeter-wave interferometer operating at 36 GHz

5.2 Phase Noise Estimation

Frequ enc y instability of a RF signal source contributes to the error that affects
measurement accuracy. It is typically characterized by a phase noise spectrum
in the frequency dom ain or Allan variance in the time domai n [55]. In the presented
double -channel homodyne millimeter-wave interferometric sensor, the phase noise
of the millimeter-wave signal is down-conv erted and appears in the seco nd IFsignal,
whose frequency is low enough to be manipulated by digital signal processing.
We estimated the phase noise of the signal source throu gh a phase noise spectrum
obtained by the FFT spectral estimator, as shown in Fig. 5.4 , for the actual measure
ment - and referen ce-channel signals. In the phase noise spec trum, the sampling
frequency was cho sen as 200 kHz with N = 4,096, and a Hanning window was used.
Each spectrum was mea sured 50 times and then averaged.

A signal containing amplitude and phase noise can be represented, neglectin g
the inter-modulation of the amplitude and phase noise due to nonl inearit y of the
signal source or the components following it, as

v(t) = [Ap +a(t) ] [cos2nfct +¢n(t)] (5.23)

where art) and ¢,,(t) denote the respecti ve amplitude and phase noise, and Ap and j ,
are the amplitude and frequ ency of the signal, respecti vely. The double side- band
power spectrum of (5.23) is a superpos ition of the carrier power and power
spectrum of the amplitude and phase noise. That is,
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(5.24)

where (j is the Dirac delta function, and the second and third term represent the
amplitude and phase noise power spectra, respectively. For a signal where external
additive noise is predominant, as assumed for the reference-channel signal in our
system, the power spectrum has equal contribution from the amplitude and phase
noise [56, 57]. The phase noise spectrum is thus 3 dB below the power spectrum
normalized to the carrier power in a I-Hz bandwidth. For the mea surement-channel
signal, the noise components of the signal are down-converted from the RF signal
source and governed by it. The spectrum of a RF signal is typically dominated
by the phase (or frequency) noise for the frequencies close to the carrier, and by
amplitude noise for the frequencies more than a few tens of kilohertz from the
carrier [58] . From this rationale, we can then neglect the contribution of the
amplitude noise for the measurement-channel signal because we are interested
only in the frequencies close to the carrier for phase noise estimation. If we
model the sinusoidal signal corrupted by phase noise as a linear frequency modula
tion process, then the signal is described as

v(t) = Ap cos[2nfct+ 1](f; ) sin(2nj;t)] (5.25)

where j; is the modulating frequency, and 1](f;) is the modulation index defined by

(jf
1](f;) = 

j;
(5.26)
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with fJI being the peak frequency deviation at the modulating frequency I i due
to the frequency instability of the signal source. The phase noise spectrum of
the signal can be approximated as power spectral den sity normali zed to carri er
power when the amplitude noise contribution is negligible. The single sideband
(SSB) phase noise power Pssh{f;) at an offset (or modulating) frequ enc y/; is related to
the signal power, Pc, and the root mean square of the modulation index, TJrms' as

The SSB phase noise, in dBc/Hz, can be obtained by

L(J; ) = Pssh(J; ) - RBW - Pc

(5.27)

(5.28)

where RBW represent s the resolution bandwidth in dB, and the power is mea sured
in dBm . Then the integrated phase noise variance is expressed as

III

0"</> 2 = 2JL(J; )d/;rad2(dB)

/L

(5.29)

where the bar denotes stati stical average,fH is defined as the upper-band limit of the
band -limited differential amplifier of the sensor, andlL is determined from the total
observation time, NT, as

(5.30)

with N being the number of data point s and T being the sampling time.
On the basis of the fact that frequency is time der ivat ive of phase give n as

I (t) = ~ d¢ (t)
2n dt

(5.3 1)

the power spectrum pair of the frequency and phase functions has the following
relationship:

(5.32)

The variance of frequency noise over the same bandwidth can be obtained,
makin g use of (5.29) and (5.32), as

-, Jill 2O"r = 2 L(J; )/; df,

!L

(5.33)
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If the phase noise is white over the bandwidth, with the frequency noise
spectrum having a rising slope of 20 dB/decade with increasing frequency, then
(5.29) can be simplified to

rr ",2 = 2[L({;)(jH - fd l (5.34)

and (5.33) reduces to

(5.35)

The probabilit y distributi on and density functions of the phase difference defined
by (4. 13) are illustrated in Fig. 5.5, which shows the characteris tics of Gaussian
distributi on. These results demon strate that the phase noise process can be
approximated as white Gaussian noise process over the bandwidth of (5.29).
They were obtained by sampling 2,000 data points and averaging 50 times.

Therefore, it is possible to determin e the root mean square (rms) phase and
frequency error originated from the instability of the frequency source by (5.34) and
(5.35), respectively. The rms phase error was estimated as 0.13° for the measure
ment-channel signal, by substituting jj, = 9.81 kHz andiL = 100 Hz into (5.34).
For the reference channel, the error was obtained as 0.004°. The contribution of the
frequency-so urce instab ility coming from DDS to phase error is therefore negligi
ble. The rms frequency error estimated by (5.35) was 12.6 Hz for the same [n with
fL = 781 Hz.



Chapter 6
Summary, Conclusion and Applications

In the previous chapters, the theory, analysis and design of RF interferometric
sensors have been presented for sensing applicat ions. Two types of system archi
tecture were used to implement the millim eter-wave interferometric sensors:
homodyne and doubl e-chann el homodyne. The se sensors were realized on planar
structures using MMIC and MIC technol ogy for light , compact, and low-cost
design in addition to some external components (phase- locked oscillator, direc
tional coupler, and hom antenna.)

The homodyne configuration can be generally accepted for most sensing
applications. Result s of the displacement measurement using the developed
homodyne millim eter-wave interferom etric sensor show that sub-mi llimeter reso
lution in the order of 0.05 mm is feasible without correc ting the non-linear phase
response of the quadrature mixer used in the sensor.

The double-channel homodyne configuration makes it possible to excl ude the
non-l inearit y of the quad rature mixer and to obtain better resolu tion than its
homodyne counterpart with only a slight increase in circuit complexity. The designed
double-channel homodyne millim eter-wave interferometric sensor provides a
remarkabl e resolution of only 0.01 mm or 1/840th of the operating wave length. In
this sensor, a digital quadrature mixer , constituted by a quad rature-samplin g signal
processing technique, was implemented to avoid the nonlinear phase response of
conventional quadrature mixers typically employed. The sensor demons trates that
displacement sensing with micron resoluti on and accuracy and high-resoluti on
low-velocity measurement are feas ible using millim eter-wave RF interferometry,
which is attractive not only for displacement and velocity measurement , but also
for other sensing applications requ iring very fine resolution and accuracy .

RF interferom etric sensors, particularly those in the millimeter-wave frequency
region of RF, have a strong potential for sensing applications requ iring fine resolu
tion approaching sub-mi llimeter and fast response. They are capable to replace
laser interferom eters used in harsh environments with dust, smoke, fog, and eve n
danger of explosion. Although only single-frequency RF interferometry based on
the homodyne archit ecture is considered and only displacement , liquid-level, and
velocity sensing are demonstrat ed in this book, the sys tem architectures, numbers
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of frequency involved, and sensing applications are not limit ed with these. With the
advances of RF technology , from low to extremel y high frequ encies, in solid-s tate
devices, circuits and sys tems, coupled with man y existing sensing possibilities and
demands for new sensing applications, it is envisioned that novel RF interferomet
ric sensors is co ntinued to be developed and implemented for vast sensing need s.
One possibility is development of extremely small and low -cost RF interferometric
sensors integrat ed completel y on single CMOS/BiCMOS chips that ca n be deployed
in large network s for sensing and imaging. It is noted that sensing appli cations
indeed driv e the devel opm ent of senso rs in general and RF interferometers in
particular , and in tum RF interferometers, once developed , make it possibl e for
new appli cati ons to be reali zed and pushin g the techn ology further .

From the point of view of system architectures, different RF interferometri c
archit ectures can be evolved which may be used for new applica tions or benefit
ex isting applica tions. Som e of these systems may be adapted from the optica l
interferometry from which the RF interferometry was originated. For insta nce ,
a RF interferometri c sensor can be con figured with RF source of two freq uencies
for absolut e distance mea surement or rangin g, which is an indispensable require
ment of indu strial sensing, in addition to velocity measurement. Another is possible
use of RF interferometry to ove rco me the drawback of co nve ntional pulse or
FMCW rada r in short-distance ranging. Typically, it is difficult to use these
conve ntional techniques in short-distance ranging because of relat ively poor reso
lution limited by the sig na l's band width. These techniques require very short pulses
or wide bandwidths, which make it difficult to design sys tem's co mponents, besides
the difficult y in resolving very short time dela y caused by sho rt distances. Combin
ing RF interferometry with FMCW or pulse technique for sensors prom ises to
produ ce an attractiv e so lution to compensate for the limitation in short-distance
applications, exploiting the high range resolvability or phase resolvability of RF
interferometry.

The RF interferometry can be extended to radar senso rs for automobile, which
has a huge potential market. Millimeter -wave radar has bee n inten sively
investigated for intelli gent cruise control and safe ty for vehicles, and most radar
archit ectures have adopted the FMCW technique. The RF inter ferometry combined
with the FMCW technique at millimeter wave lengths promi ses to increase the
resolution of the radar senso rs by the phase-sensitiv e time-domain signal processing
in addition to FFT, frequ ency-domain signal processing; and , above all, to so lve the
co nve ntional short-distance rang ing probl em of FMCW and pulse radar.

Near-field imagin g is also one possible interesting application of the RF inter 
ferometri c sensors discussed in this book . Non-destru ctive material testin g and
micro scopy can be catego rized as those of near-field imaging. In near-field imagi ng
using probes, the resoluti on especially relies on the probe dim ension , such as the
aperture size of an open-ended waveguid e probe or the conductor diameter of an
open-ended coaxial cable probe, rath er than the opera ting frequency . Thu s, by
miniaturizing the probe, which is feasibl e with the adva nces of techno logy , it is
possibl e to achieve high resolut ion at relatively low opera ting frequencies.
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The presented RF interferometric sensors may be used for medical and
biological purposes, such as detectin g vital signals from the hearts or lungs of
human or animals through the detected phase. Further extension of this application
that can be envisioned is remote diagnoses by installing a RF interferometr ic sensor
in mobile phones and connecting it through wireless network s, so that vita l signals
detec ted can be transferred to authorized healthcare personnel in remote loca tions.

Finally, we now wish to restate one implicit principle of sensing: sensing
involves detectin g changes and any change causes variation of the phase of
electrical signals used for sensing, and so any technique that ca n detect quick ly
and accurately the phase change would serve as a good candidate for sensing. RF
inter ferometry is such an attractive sensing techni que. Recognizing this sensing
principl e and the strength of the RF interferometric sensing in detecting accurately
the phase, we can indeed envision vast applications for this techn ology. Some of
these have been discussed earlier and some other possibilities are: remote measure
ment and monitoring of the displacement or stability of man-made and natural
struc tures such as buildings, dams, bridges, towe rs, industria l plants, mountain
slopes, ocea n waves, etc.; monitoring of volcanoes and seismic activi ty; detec ting
seismic waves; locatin g buried mine s and unexploded ordnance (UX O); exa mina
tion and monitoring of civ il infras tructures such as pavements, bridges, power
plants, etc.; personnel health care exa mination and monitoring; etc.
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L
Linear regression, 45, 46, 54
Liquid-level gauging, 24, 33, 35

M
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, 2
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE),

45,46, 54
Mean square error (MSE), 50
Michelson, A.A, I
Michelson interferometer, I
Microwave and millimeter-wave integrated

circuits, 15
Microwave integrated circuits (MICs), 5, 15,

20,33,36, 46, 65
Microwave monolithic integrated circuits

(MMICs), 5, 15, 20, 21, 33, 36, 46, 65
MICs. See Microwave integrated circuits
Millimeter-wave frequencies, 4
Millimeter-wave interferometer, 15
MLE. See Maximum likelihood estimation
MMICs. See Microwave monolithic

integrated circuits
Monostatic system, 3
MSE. See Mean square error

N
Non-destructive characterization, 15

o
Optical interferometers, 15
Optical interferometry, 1,20

p
Phase and amplitude imbalances, 4 1
Phase imbalance, 26, 28, 31, 32
Phase noise, 13, 35, 38, 39,43, 55, 56,5 8, 61- 64

Index

Phase shifter, 13
Phase unwrapping, 17-20 , 23-24, 42, 43
Plasma diagnostics, 15
Propagation constant, 8
Pulse, 66

Q
Quadrature, 16, 25, 31, 41

mixers, 3,4, 13-18,23,25-28,31-33,35,
36,38,41 ,55,56,65

Quadrature sampling, 38, 41
Quadrature sampling digital signal processing ,

14, 35
Quadrature sampling signal processing, 38,41,

54,65
Quadrature upconverter, 3

R
Radar velocimetry, 39
Radio frequency (RF)

interferometric sensors, 5
range, I
sensors, 4

Radio frequency (RF) interferometers, 2-5, 8,
9, 12-18,25,28,35,55,56,65-67

Reflection, 8
coefficient, 11, 12
and transmission coefficient, 12
and transmission method, 12

Reflection/transmission coefficient, 13
Reflectometer, 3
Relative dielec tric constant, 9-12
Resolution, 15,25,28,33,35,36,43-45,51 ,

54,65,66
RF. See Radio frequency

S
Sampling interval, 17, 6 1
Sampling time, 14, 29, 39
Signal processing, 66
Singular value decomposition (SVD), 50-51
Standard deviation, 52
SVD. See Singular value decomposition

T
Transmission coefficients, 8, 12

V
Velocity, 8, 35, 36, 38, 40, 43, 51,52,54,65 ,66

resolution, 54
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